The vector boson fusion (VBF) topology at the Large Hadron Collider at 14 TeV provides an opportunity to search for new physics. A feasibility study for the search of sleptons in a compressed mass spectra scenario is presented in the final state of two jets, one or two low pT non-resonant leptons, and missing energy. The presence of the VBF tagged jets and missing energy are effective in reducing Standard Model backgrounds. Using smuon production with a mass difference betweeñ lL andχ 0 1 of 5-15 GeV, the significance of observing the signal events is found to be ∼ 3-6σ for ml=115-135 GeV, considering an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 .
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I. INTRODUCTION
Searches for supersymmetry (SUSY) at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have produced impressive constraints on colored superpartners. For comparable masses, the exclusion limits on squarks (q) and gluinos (g) are approximately 1. 5 TeV at 95% confidence level with 20 fb −1 of integrated luminosity [1] [2] [3] [4] . On the other hand, searches for charginos (χ ± 1 ), neutralinos (χ 0 2 ), and sleptons (l L ≡ẽ L ,μ L ) through direct electroweak production face the difficulty that their production cross-sections are much lower, resulting in smaller exclusion bounds. Directly produced sleptons have been probed at both ATLAS [5] and CMS [6] , in final states containing opposite-sign same-flavor non-resonant dileptons and missing transverse energy (E / is an important factor in the resulting exclusion plots from both experiments. The exclusion limits are given on the ml L -mχ0 1 plane, and depend on ∆M . The mass reach with mχ0 1 = 0 GeV is ml L ∼ 280 GeV and 330 GeV for CMS and ATLAS respectively. In the CMS studies, for ml L ∼ 110-200 GeV, the excluded region has ∆M ∼ 110 GeV. In the ATLAS study, the exclusion limits reach ml ∼ 250 GeV with ∆M ∼ 100 GeV, after which ∆M increases.
Compressed spectra with smaller ∆M may have eluded these probes, and are important for a variety of theoretical reasons. For example, for a Bino-likeχ 0 1 dark matter (DM) candidate, the annihilation cross-section is usually too low, and needs to be considerably enhanced with coannihilation processes (typically requiring ∆M ∼ 5-15 GeV for slepton coannihilation [7, 8] ) to obtain the relic density observed by WMAP [9] . Also, the annihilation diagrams, even when coannihilation is absent, may involve sleptons in the t-channel. On the other hand, the main supersymmetric contributions to the muon g − 2 are dominated by chargino-sneutrino and neutralino-smuon loop diagrams with not necessarily very large mass gaps. Furthermore, the BNL measured excess [10] for the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon is about 3.6σ (2.4σ) using e + e − (τ ) data [12] and can be explained with a SUSY mass spectra containing O(100) GeV neutralinos and sleptons (we refer to [11] for a recent summary).
In this paper, we propose search strategies forl L pairs using the vector boson fusion (VBF) topology. The VBF topology has been used by the authors recently to probe the supersymmetric electroweak sector. In [13] , theχ system (where it is mostly the charged and neutral Wino) has been studied, while direct production ofχ 0 1 dark matter by VBF processes has been proposed in [14] . Previously, sleptons were studied in the context of the LHC [15] . As shown in these references, the requirement of two energetic jets in the forward region, in opposite hemispheres, and with large dijet invariant mass is very effective in reducing standard model (SM) backgrounds. Further, the VBF topologies naturally give rise to larger E / T since the momentum of the particles produced in the slepton system must balance the high p T of the scattered partons, which is of significant experimental importance as it allows for an additional handle to trigger on compressed spectra that is typically characterized by low E / T in non-VBF searches. Thus, in the compressed scenario, theχ 0 1 resulting from thel L decay carries significant E / T , providing better control of the SM background. We develop our VBF search strategy to be particularly suited to probes in the region of small ∆M , in particular focusing on the use of soft leptons to discriminate against the SM background.
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The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II an outline of the search strategy is given, followed by results in Section III. Conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. SEARCH STRATEGY
To probel L production, the following processes are investigated: pp →l Ll * L jj,l Lν * jj. We note that the mass splitting betweenl L andν is m [16] and thus ml L > mν. Therefore, along withl L pair production we also considerl Lν production. Two separate studies were performed in the final states of 2j + 2l + E / T (which targetsl LlL production), and 2j + 1l + E / T (which targets bothl LlL andl Lν production). In order to avoid havingν as the lightest SUSY particle and consequently as the DM candidate, a scenario ruled out by a combination of relic density and direct detection constraints [27] , tan β is kept small [∼ O(1)] so that mν > mχ0 The search strategy is based on three steps. First, we use the unique features of VBF processes to reduce non-VBF backgrounds by requiring large E / T , H T and exactly two forward jets in opposite hemispheres and with large dijet invariant mass. Second, events containing additional leptons and/or b-tagged jets are rejected in order to reduce the contribution from WZ and tt. Finally, the p T distributions of the muons are used to assess the presence of a signal above the SM background. We study the signal significance using two approaches: (1) a simple cut and count approach optimized for our benchmark scenario by requiring soft leptons; (2) a more general shaped based approach using a fit of the entire muon p T spectrum to search for an enhancement in the soft part of the spectrum.
Signal and background samples are generated with MADGRAPH5 [17] followed by the parton showering and hadronization with PYTHIA [18] and the detector simulation using PGS4 [19].
III. RESULTS
The SM backgrounds considered for this study are, tt + jets, V V + jets, and V + jets, where V denotes W, Z. The V + jets background is generated including up to 4-partons (inclusive), while the tt + jets calculation includes up to 3-partons (inclusive). Double-counting is avoided by using the MLM-scheme for jet matching [20] . The V V + jets background is calculated at O(α 4 EW α 0 s ) only and includes up to 2-partons (exclusive). Single top (tW , tq) and γ * + jets backgrounds are found to be insignificant for the following analyses. As a benchmark scenario we consider smuon production with l = µ, but this study can also be extended to the l = e case. 1 ) = (135 GeV, 120 GeV), we have also generated and analysed a sample at O(α 4 EW α 4 S ), which includes up to 3 partons (inclusive) processes, but did not find any significant increase in the signal rate and significance. 2j + 2l + E / T Study -The selections for the 2j + 2l + E / T study are as follows:
• exactly 2 j:
(i) b-veto, where we assume b-tagging efficiency ( b ) of 70% and a fake rate (f ) of 1% coming from u, d, s, c, g jets. Both b and f are flat over p T > 30 GeV for |η| < 2.4; (ii) select exactly 2 jets with p Tj > 30 GeV and |η j | < 5.
• VBF topology selection: (i) η j1 η j2 < 0 and M j1j2 > 600 GeV; (ii) |η j1,2 | > 1.7; (iii) ∆φ j1j2 < 1.0.
• exactly 2 muons: (i) select 2 muons, having opposite charges, with p Tµ > 10 GeV and |η µ | < 2.5;
(ii) veto events with a loosely identified e, τ ; (iii) Z-veto (i.e. reject events with 81 GeV < M µ
< 101 GeV); (iv) Central µ selection with η j (min) < η µ < η j (max), where η j (min) and η j (max) are the minimal and maximal ηs of two jets.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the muons from the smuon decays are expected to be soft in the compressed spectra benchmark scenarios considered, with p T ∼ ∆M . For the cut and count (CC) approach, we take advantage of this characteristic by imposing an upper cut on the scalar sum of the p T of both muons (p Tµ 1 + p Tµ 2 < 70 GeV). Finally, we require E / T > 200 GeV and H T > 200 GeV, where H T is the scalar sum of the transverse momentum of all jets with p T > 30 GeV (including b and τ jets). The cross-sections after each set of cuts are shown in Table I . Since the single top and γ * + jets backgrounds are negligible for this analysis, they are not presented in Table I . The contribution from tt + jets vanishes after all the selections, but V V + jets survives with a background rate comparable to the expected signal rate. 2j + 1 l + E / T Study -All other selections being equal, the channel containing exactly one muon suffers from larger background rates with respect to the two muon channel. However, the backgrounds are reduced to manageable levels with more stringent VBF topological selections. The selections for the 2j + 1 µ + E / T study are as follows:
(i) b-veto (same as in the 2j + 2l + E / T study); (ii) select exactly 2 jets with p Tj > 30 GeV and |η j | < 5.
• VBF topology selection: (i) η j1 η j2 < 0 and M j1j2 > 1100 GeV ; (ii) |η j1,2 | > 1.8; (iii) ∆φ j1j2 < 1.0.
• 1 muon: (i) select events containing exactly 1 muon with p Tµ > 10 GeV and |η µ | < 2.5; (ii) veto events with a loosely identified e or τ ; (iii) Central µ selection with η j (min) < η µ < η j (max), where η j (min) and η j (max) are the minimal and maximal ηs of two jets. 1 ) = (115 GeV, 110 GeV). All distributions shown in the figure are after VBF cuts, E /T and HT requirements but without the pT µ upper-bound cuts. This figure is a representative of the plots used for our shape based analysis.
As discussed above, the muons from the smuon decays are expected to be soft. Thus for the CC approach, we impose an upper threshold on the transverse momentum of the muon (p Tµ 1 < 30 GeV). Similarly, E / T > 200 GeV and H T > 200 GeV are found useful discriminants in this channel. The cross-sections after each set of cuts are shown in Table II .
Significance -The significances S/ √ S + B for the CC approach outlined in Tables I and II , where S and B are the signal and background yields respectively, are shown in Table III . As mentioned, we also perform a shape based analysis 2 of the p T (µ) and p T (µ 1 ) + p T (µ 2 ) distributions in the 1-muon and 2-muon channels, respectively, using a binned likelihood following the test statistic based on the profile likelihood ratio. A local p-value is calculated as the probability under a background only hypothesis to obtain a value of the test statistic as large as that obtained with a signal plus background hypothesis. The significance z is then determined as the value at which the integral of a 2 For the shape based analysis, we used distributions of p Tµ , which are generated after imposing all the cuts except the p Tµ upper-bound cuts, namely, p Tµ 1 + p Tµ 2 < 70 for the 2-muon channel and p Tµ 1 < 30 for the 1-muon channel. One such distribution is presented in Fig 1 for Gaussian between z and ∞ results in a value equal to the local p-value. In Table III , we show the significances for exactly 1-muon and exactly 2-muon final states and the combined significances, using the joint likelihood, for these two channels. We find that the combined significance is 4σ considering 3000 fb −1 luminosity for ∆M =5-15 GeV and ml=115-125 GeV. For ml=135 GeV, we find that the significance is 3σ for ∆M =10-15 GeV. The significance becomes smaller for larger ∆M since the emitted muon from thel L decay has larger p T which makes it more difficult to discriminate signal from the V V + jets background.
From Table I and II, it might appear to the reader that the 1-muon channel is insignificant compared to the 2-muon channel, owing to it's smaller S/B ratio. However, a closer look at Table III will reveal that with decreasing ∆M , 1-muon channel becomes increasingly more important and it becomes the dominant channel for ∆M ∼ 5 GeV. This is due to the fact that for smaller ∆M , the muons coming from the slepton decays will become even more soft, and it will become increasingly difficult to detect both muons in the 2-muon channel.
Monojet searches (one boosted high p T jet plus missing energy) have been conducted by the LHC experiments [21-23] as an effective probe for compressed spectra. It is interesting to compare the sensitivity of the proposed VBF searches to compressed slepton production with that of monojet. We find the monojet analysis does not provide sensitivity in these compressed slepton scenarios due to the small cross-sections. For this comparison we consider a benchmark point (ml L , mχ0 1 ) = (135 GeV, 120 GeV) and apply the selections outlined in the 14 TeV projection analysis [26] . The combined signal production cross-section ofμ Lμ * L andμ Lν * + jets (up to 3 partons) is 486.5 fb, while the dominant backgrounds are V + jets [24, 25] . Following the 14 TeV projection analysis of Ref. [26] , we obtain less than 1σ significance at 3000 fb −1 of integrated luminosity for the aforementioned benchmark point.
TABLE III: Summary of the effective cross-section (fb) and significances, with 3000 fb −1 after all cuts for different SUSY points at LHC14. The effective cross-section of total standard model background after all cuts is 0.0020 fb for "exactly 2-muon final state analysis", and 0.0189 fb for "exactly 1-muon final state analysis". The significances presented are calculated by means of both "cut and count (CC)" and "shape analysis" methods. 
IV. CONCLUSION
The main result of this paper is that the VBF topology provides a feasible strategy to search for sleptons in the case where the mass separation with the lightest neutralino is ∼ 5-25 GeV. The mass range is of great interest phenomenologically and where exclusion bounds in non-VBF studies are difficult to obtain. There is no current or projected constraint for the 14 TeV LHC run available for this region. Two separate studies were performed in the final states of 2j + 2l + E / T (which targetsl Ll * L production), and 2j + 1l + E / T (which targets bothl Ll * L andl * Lν (l Lν * ) production). As a benchmark scenario we consider smuon production with ∆M =5-15 GeV and arrive at a combined significance of ∼ 4-6σ considering 3000 fb −1 luminosity for ml=115-125 GeV. For ml=135 GeV, the significance is 3σ for ∆M =10-15 GeV. If the analysis were repeated with p T > 5 GeV for muons, the signal acceptance for the ∆M = 5 GeV scenario should increase but a background estimate for soft muons in high pile-up condition, expected in high-luminosity LHC, will be a challenging task.
